A nucleation-based method to study hydrophobic interactions under confinement: enhanced hydrophobic association driven by energetic contributions.
A novel simulation approach was developed and applied to the study of hydrophobic interactions for a small hydrophobic solute pair under confinement. In this method, the aggregation-volume-bias Monte Carlo algorithm, developed originally for nucleation studies, is used to evaluate the association free energy with water molecules for a methane pair through the gradual addition of water molecules into a nanometer-sized sphere. Through a thermodynamic cycle, this method allows for a convenient examination of the free energy difference between two different solvated configurations without sampling any of the configurations in between. The potential of mean force (PMF) for a methane pair under confinement obtained from this method reveals that the stability of the contact pair configuration can be enhanced compared to that in bulk water, which is in agreement with previous studies. Also, constraining the center of this methane pair at the center of this confined volume yields a PMF with a metastable solvent separated configuration, resembling more closely the PMF from the bulk-phase system compared to previous studies in which this solvent-separated minimum was found to be completely absent. A combination with histogram reweighting enables the study of this association behavior at different thermodynamic conditions without additional simulations. From a comprehensive thermodynamic analysis, it is evident that such hydrophobic association, known to be entropically driven in the bulk-phase system at ambient conditions, is entropically favorable only when a suitable range of solvent molecules is added to the confined system. More importantly, the energetic contributions are a favorable factor that explains the enhanced hydrophobic association toward the high number of solvent molecules.